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Abstract-In this paper, we present the sensor network-on-a- The rationale for SNOC is in the observation that sensor
chip (SNOC) paradigm for designing robust and energy-efficient networks are intrinsically robust to the failure/loss of a few
systems-on-a-chip (SOC). In this paradigm, computation in the constituent nodes
presence of nanometer non-idealities such as process variations,
leakage and noise is viewed as an estimation problem. Robust
statistical signal processing theory is then employed to recover the
performance of the system in the presence of errors especially xln]
timing errors. We apply this framework to design an energy- XLflI [ *
efficient and robust PN-code acquisition system for the wireless
CDMA2000 standard. Simulations in IBM's 130nm CMOS pro-
cess technology demonstrate up to 36% power savings compared
to the conventional architecture for a detection probability of Statistically similar
PD 0.5. decomposition

I. INTRODUCTION Yi

Nanometer CMOS process technologies in the sub-45 nm
regime exhibit numerous sources of non-idealities. These Y2[n] yf[n]
include process variations, leakage, noise, and soft errors due
to particle hits [1] [2]. As a result, the device and circuit x[n]
fabrics exhibit statistical behavior. A direct consequence of
this transition is that circuit parameters of interest such as path
delay and power consumption need to be modeled as random
variables (RVs). Hence, new statistical design and analysis
techniques are being investigated today. In this paper, we seek
an alternate computing paradigm to design deterministic sys Fig. 1. The sensor network-on-a-chip (SNOC) paradigm. Energy-efficient,
tems even though the constituent blocks may exhibit statistical average-case designed sensors produce erroneous outputs intermittently. The
behavior. fusion block employs a robust statistical signal processing to generate the
Most existing low power techniques design for the worst- correct output.

case scenario and hence assume an error-free hardware. Such
worst-case designs tend to be overdesigned in terms of Figure 1 illustrates the concept of SNOC. Traditionally, the
power and throughput and hence consume very high power. main computation block produces output y[n] with desired
Average-case designs are energy-efficient but exhibit inter- performance defined in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio
mittent errors. Recently, communications-inspired techniques (SNR) or bit-error rate(BER). The centralized nature of this
[3]-[5] have shown enormous promise in jointly optimizing computation makes it vulnerable to localized sources of non-
energy-efficiency and robustness of nanometer systems-on-a- idealities such as particle hits, hot-spots, and across die process
chip (SOCs). variations and hence result in hardware errors. In SNOC, the

In this paper, we push the communications-inspired ap- main computation is decomposed into M (M = 4 in Fig. 1)
proach into a decentralized realm by proposing the use of low-complexity sensors with statistically similar outputs yi [n]
networked units that compute and communicate with each (i = 1, .... M). Statistical similarity implies that the average
other in order to provide robustness and energy-efficiency of yi[n] (E[yi[n]]) is a constant and equal to y[n], the correct
[6]. Referred to as sensor network-on-a-chip (SNOC), this output. The gray regions in Fig. 1 refer to the fact that
approach takes the view that computational nodes can make instantaneous values of the sensor outputs yi, [in] may not equal
errors and that robust low-power computation can be achieved the correct output. Note that in SNOC, the errors in the sensor
by employing robust distributed statistical signal processing outputs is from two sources: 1.) estimation error due to the use
techniques to combat errors at the algorithmic level, of low-complexity sensors, and 2.) hardware error due to the

non-idealities in process, voltage or temperature. Irrespective
The authors acknowledge the support of the Gigascale System Research
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to the correct output y[n]]. x[n-
In this paper, we illustrate the use of the proposed SNOC

for designing a robust low-power PN-code acquisition matched h h 2 h y[n]
filter and study its power versus performance trade-offs. An
SNOC can be viewed as an extension of the concept of (a)
networks-on-chips (NOC) [7] proposed earlier.

Sensorl
II. SNOC-BASED PN-CODE ACQUISITION SYSTEM x[nlI yL[n]

Wireless communication standards such as the IEEE 802.11 h
j

and WCDMA employ pseudo noise (PN) codes for coarse Sensor2 Y2[n]
timing acquisition. PN-codes are characterized by the property 1
that the cross-correlation of two different PN-codes is nearly h T;'w
zero for all lags while their autocorrelation has an impulse D

*r rr r ~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~Sensor3Iyf[n]at lag zero and it is nearly zero for all other values of
lag. Timing acquisition is performed by correlating the noisy FUSION Block

received signal with a local PN-code using a matched filter. hj y3[n]
The peaks in the output of the matched filters are used for
detection and synchronization. Reducing power consumption 1
of these matched filter is essential [8][9] in portable wireless ae M
applications. M ym[] fsclk- ff Ik

N
A. Conventional Architecture (b)

Figure 2(a) shows the traditional direct form implementa-
tion of the matched filter. Multiply-accumulate (MAC) units Fig. 2. Matched filter for PN-acquisition: (a) traditional, and (b) robust
are commonly employed to compute the correlation of the matched filter.
received signal with the PN-code [9]. The tap weights of
the MAC are the PN-code bits. The peaks in the output
of the MAC are used for detection. In the conventional 186-bitRippleCarryAdder
architecture, the MACs are designed and operated at a critical 0.16
supply voltage Vdd-crit, such that the worst-case critical path 0.14............------------..
(with respect to process/voltage/temperature corner and input 0.12
combination) satisfies the timing constraint determined by the
clock period. This worst-case design, although free of timing

violations, consum es high power com pared to an average-case a) 0.08

design. We push the limits of conventional power savings by 0.06.......
employing an SNOC-based average-case implementation.

.0

B. SNOC-based Robust Low-Power Architecture 0
.0 2-- ----s.-... .. ...

In an SNOC-based design, the main computation (correla-
tion) is decomposed into M sensors with statistically similar 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
outputs via poly-phase decomposition. Each sensors is a phase- vos

shifted, input-subsampled replica of the MAC unit as shown Fig. 3. VOS error characterization of a 16-b ripple carry adder.
in Fig. 2(b).The sensor outputs exhibit an estimation error
ei [n] = y [n] - Myi [n] due to input subsampling even under
error-free hardware operation. Additionally, we expect the
sensors to generate computational errors by designing them atimlendinIM 3nmposstcoogishwnnFig. 3 assuming uniformly distributed inputs. We observe that
the nominal process corner or by operating them at sub-critical the ripple carry adder exhibits errors for 2% of the inputs at
supply voltage also known as voltage overscaling (VOS) as Kvo 0.7. This is because the path delay distribution of a
shown below,

VddKosVdcrit (1)ripple carry adder has a long tail.
These timing errors will deteriorate the algorithmic per-

where 0 < KVOS < 1. VOS results in input-dependent timing formance of the PN acquisition system if left uncor-
violations when specific input patterns excite circuit paths rected/uncompensated. In this paper, we employ robust sta-
whose delay is greater than the clock period. The probability tistical signal processing theory [10] to restore system perfor-
of timing errors depends on the path delay distribution of mance by incorporating a fusion block. Note, from Fig. 2(b),
the architecture and the probability distribution of the inputs, the sensors (MAC units) operate at a fast clock frequency of
The probability of VOS errors for a 16-b ripple-carry adder ffclk while the fusion block operates at a slow clock frequency



fsclk =N ffclk. This helps in reducing the power overhead One-step Huber 1.48So8
due to the fusion block.

III. ROBUST STATISTICS Y2[n] Median i d
Mxledian d* , L k F F I yFLn]

A common problem in statistics is that of estimating a T
parameter based on a set of its observations that may be ym[ni r Absolute
corrupted by random noise. Robust Statistics is the science Difference

of building in insensitivity of the estimate to small deviations
of the noise statistics from its assumed distribution [10]. An dd
estimator is said to be robust if it exhibits optimal or near Fig. 4. One-step Huber fusion block architecture.
optimal performance when the assumed model is the same as
the actual and exhibits a graceful degradation in performance TABLE I
as the deviation increase. In this context, it is common to GATE-LEVEL COMPLEXITY OF THE VARIOUS COMPONENTS OF SNOC.
use the asymptotic variance of the estimate as a performance
measure [10]. Block Full Adders Registers Other gates

Sensors 104 280 72
A. Minimax Variance Median 104 - 416

Sensor output errors can be modeled as random variables One-step Huber 772 - 1168
drawn from a distribution that is Gaussian (estimation error)
with probability (1 - e) and some unknown distribution with
probability e (VOS errors) for some 0 < e < 1, i.e., an e- 2) Compute location estimate:
contaminated distribution. In the following, for the sake of
simplicity, we drop the time index n. Thus, T + n >i(Yi-T0,S0 ktable)T- 0+ 0.5

Yi = 0 +T1i for I < i < M. (2)
where we have used 0.5 to approximate E <( Jowhere M is the number of sensors, yi is the t sensor output, [10]

0 is the actual output (y[n] in the SNOC scenario in Fig. 1) A One-step Huber architecture is shown in Fig. 4. The medianand r,X, iS the additive noise.
Huber [10] shows that the class of estimators known as M- filter for the robust fusion algorithm was implemented using

Estimators of the form: the architecture described in [12]. The high power analog
n implementation of the majority gate in [12] was replaced by a

S b [Yk - 0 = 0 (3) digital design. The value of ktable used in the One-step Huber
k=1 algorithm is pre-characterized and stored in a ROM. It needs to

where b is a general odd-symmetric function known as the be read only once by the b block depending upon the value
influence function can be designed to be optimal in the robust of supply voltage. The gate complexity of the median filter
sense described above. Note: b(x) = x gives the least-squares and the One-step Huber architecture (M = 8) is tabulated in
estimate and b(x) =-f'(x)/f(x) gives the maximum like- Table I in terms of its various components.
lihood estimate [11]. For the case of e-contaminated A/V(0, 1) IV. SIMULATION SETUP AND RESULTS
distributions, the influence function, &b, is given by

In this section, we compare the power vs. performance

( y, kf) y, if yl < k (4) trade-offs between the conventional architecture and a SNOC-
( k sgn(y), else. based architecture (see Fig. 2) using: a) the One-step Huber

where k is a constant that depends only on E and the nominal algorithm, and b) a median filter, as the fusion block. The

distribution, JA(0, 1) [10]. system level throughput requirements for PN-code acquisition
system was fixed at 12.5 MSamples/s. We chose a PN-code of

B. One-step Huber Algorithm length N = 256 from a subset of the length 215 PN sequence
[10] offers a simple iterative scheme to determine the specified in the CDMA2000 standard. The received signal was

parameters of the estimator. A simplification of this method assumed to be an 8-bit length-1000 subsequence of the same
is to use just one step of this iterative scheme. We choose PN sequence corrupted by AWGN channel noise to yield an
this variant referred to as the One-step Huber algorithm. SNR = -12dB.
This algorithm takes the M sensor outputs and ktable, a pre- For a fair comparison, the conventional matched filter in
characterized value depending upon the sensor supply voltage Fig. 2(a) is also polyphase decomposed [8] as in Fig. 2(b)
of operation as inputs. The algorithm proceeds as follows: but with an M-operand adder in place of the fusion block.

1) Compute scale estimate (Median Absolute Deviation): Thus, the MAC units in the conventional and the SNOC
implementations have the same critical path delay. We char-

T0 median{yi} acterized the gate delay, power consumption with respect to
S0= 1.4826 * median{ y. -T0} supply voltage and load capacitance for basic gates such as
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Fig. 6. Probability of detection for constant PF = 5% for the conventional
and the robust detector is plotted against total power savings

Fig. 5. ROC of the PN code detector at KVOS = 0.92. The robust detector
offers a better probability of detection for a fixed probability of false alarm.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

the full adder, xor and others using HSPICE for an IBM This paper introduces sensor-networks inspired framework
130nmm CMOS process. We simulated the conventional and for extending communications-inspired low power design
the SNOC-based architectures at the gate-level using an HDL techniques. We showcase this novel approach in a matched
simulator using the pre-characterized delay values to obtain filtering application common in PN-code acquisition for spread
the sensor outputs. The power consumption of the MACs were spectrum communication. The ideas described here can be
characterized using gate-level schematic HSPICE simulations applied to several power-hungry DSP kernels such as filtering,
for ffclk = 400MHz and various values of the supply DCT, motion estimation and others.
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For constant false alarm rate of 5%, the percentage power
savings is plotted against the probability of detection in Fig. 6
for different KVO We note that the probability of detection
for conventional architecture degrades to the order of i0-3
while the SNOC-based One-step Huber detector maintains
very good detection probability of the order of 10-1. The
median fusion block was found to result in 36% power savings
for the PD =0.5 while the One-step huber fusion block results
in 12% power savings.


